Pope Francis: Antipope of History?
The Blessed Virgin Mary said in Her Secret to
Melanie Calvat in Her Apparition at La Salette1, a
village of only 800 souls in the French Alps in
1846: “Rome will lose the Faith and become the
seat of the Antichrist.”2 I believe that this
prophecy may have already been fulfilled in the
person of Pope Francis, who probably is the False
Prophet, or some major figure paving the way for
the Antichrist.
St. Francis predicted shortly before dying that God
would allow an antipope, an uncanonically elected
Pope, to occupy the throne of Peter, who would
become the Destroyer of the Faith.3 Now isn’t it
interesting that Pope Francis chose this name as
Pope because he supposedly admires St. Francis
of Assisi for his love of poverty.
If some of you are scandalized by this questioning
of Pope Francis’ validity as the legitimate
occupant of the Chair of Peter, I will quote to you the words of Pope St. Gregory the Great: “It is
better that scandals arise than the truth to be suppressed.”
“The blind shall not enter the Kingdom of Heaven”: This phrase came into my mind after telling
a lady in my parish that I believed that Pope Francis was uncanonically elected by the Cardinals
in the 2013 Conclave. The lady was scandalized and shocked by my statement.
Each Catholic has the duty to be vigilant, to keep abreast of what is going on in the Church; to
ask for light and discernment from God so as not to be misled by Church leaders. I really feel
these words came directly from the mouth of God. This lady, I feel, accepts everything blindly,
never questioning whether what is served to her from the pulpit these days is authentic Catholic
teaching.
Unfortunately, this lady does not seem to notice that Pope Francis does not speak or act like a
true Pope. To me, he appears to be the classic infiltrator, sent on a mission by the Freemasons
and Communists to capture the Seat of Peter, and use the institution's power and prestige to
create a one world religion under the forces of Antichrist.
I cannot remember Pope Francis ever making a clearly unambiguous Catholic statement. He is
the master of ambiguity. It is difficult to pin him down on what exactly he teaches. He has
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recently spoken against abortion,4 but he shows his insincerity by saying that the Church was
guilty of giving too much importance or “obsessing” over moral teachings like abortion,
homosexuality or contraception, to the detriment of its larger mission to be "home for all

[sic].” This "home for all" refers to a loose union of all the churches under the umbrella
of the Catholic Church, but with all denominations as equal partners.5 This is a man who is
willing to throw overboard all the Church's teachings and morals for the sake of the one world
religion. The Church’s role to condemn sin and error is completely set aside by Francis, the pope
"who cannot judge anyone."
He doesn't want to defend the moral law because he himself breaks it. That is why he says:
"Who am I to judge? If he were to condemn homosexuality, he would be condemning himself. I
will explain what I mean.
On May 23rd, 2014, LifeSiteNews.com reported that Pope Francis concelebrated Mass with a

Pope Frances kisses the hand of Fr. Michele de Paolis who cofounded the
homosexualist activist organization Agedo Foggia, which opposes Catholic
Church teaching.

93-year old priest, Fr. Michele de Paolis, who heads a pro-homosexual advocacy group called,
"Agedo Foggia." After being granted an audience with the Pope, Fr. De Paolis gifted the Pope
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with his most recent book, "Dear Don
Michele -- Questions to an Inconvenient
Priest," and what does the Pope do? He
responds by kissing his hand! This is
absolutely scandalous! And yet most
revealing: THIS TELLS ME THAT THE POPE
HAS TO BE A HOMOSEXUAL HIMSELF! I kid
you not! No real Pope would kiss the hand
of a priest trying to undermine the
teachings of the Church. This is worshipping
a perversion!
To further prove the point that the Pope must be a homosexual, he is known to have lunch on a
regular basis with Msgr. Battista Ricca,6 (shown on right with Pope Francis) who has been
publicly outed as a flaming homosexual,7 and part of the gay lobby within the Vatican. Pope
Francis has appointed him as his personal representative to the Vatican Bank. What does that
tell you about the Pope? That birds of the same feather do flock together!
In his Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium, Pope Francis publicly attacked the system of
capitalism. Here is one of his statements made on this subject:
“While the earnings of a minority are growing exponentially, so too is the gap separating the
majority from the prosperity enjoyed by those happy few. This imbalance is the result of
ideologies which defend the absolute autonomy of the marketplace and financial speculation.
Consequently, they reject the right of states, charged with vigilance for the common good, to
exercise any form of control. A new tyranny is thus born...”
Here he sounds like a Marxist, and I am firmly convinced he is a Marxist. Case in point, he
reinstated Fr. Miguel D'Escoto, a Marxist priest suspended by Pope John Paul II, who was at that
time the Foreign Minister for the Nicaraguan Communist government under Daniel Ortega. The
man is now 82 years old; he's been reinstated by Pope Francis. Bravo, Pope Frances, for
furthering the cause of the Socialist Revolution!
Also Pope Francis paid homage to all the heretical priests, and radical Cardinals like Cardinal
Godfried Danneels who is a known homosexual and who approves of same-sex unions. He has
lavished praise upon Cardinal Walter Kasper, the president Emeritus of the Pontifical Council for
Promoting Christian Unity, who denies the reality of the Apostolic Succession and Pope Leo's
infallible statement on the absolute invalidity of Anglican Orders. He has honored Dominican Fr.
Gustavo Gutiérrez, the founder of liberation theology, which is classical Marxism, and which
advocates the violent overthrow of governments to make them into socialist states.
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Pope Francis has also praised the recently deceased Cardinal Carlo Mario Martini, who was
hoping to become Pope, who was a heretic and radical leftist. He claimed that the Church was
about two hundred years behind the times. He praises every bad person in the Church, while at
the same time he attacks the Franciscan Friars of the Immaculate, a conservative religious
Franciscan Order, forbidding them to celebrate the Mass in Latin. He has demoted certain
conservative Cardinals like American Cardinal Raymond Leo Burke, head of the Vatican’s highest
court, known as the Apostolic Signatura. He was banished and exiled to an insignificant post in
Malta.
Father Paul Kramer8, who is an associate of Father Nicholas Gruner of the Fatima Crusader, says
that because of the Pope's statement made in a formal teaching document (Exhortatis Evangelii
Gaudium) that the Old Testament Covenant is still valid, that the Jews can be saved by their
Covenant, makes him a manifest heretic. He says that by this fact alone, it makes the Pope
himself no longer Pope.
Father says that he has it from high sources in the Vatican that at the Conclave in 2005, Pope
Benedict was elected apparently after a deal was struck between the followers of Pope Benedict
and the followers of Francis, that the latter would agree to let Benedict be Pope for 3 years, but
then he would have to resign after that time period, and make way for Francis to become Pope.
Apparently Benedict knew nothing of this deal, so he refused to resign. But eventually, under
extreme pressure and threats against his life, he was forced out and he had to retire.
There was even public statements at least a year before, by Cardinal Paolo Romeo9, Archbishop
of Palermo, Italy, who had been traveling in China, that certain Cardinals were going to kill Pope
Benedict if he didn't resign. These were Cardinals themselves making threats against his life.
This, I believe, would make the resignation invalid. So Pope Benedict may still be the Pope.
Right from the start of his pontificate, Pope Francis made false statements against the Catholic
faith. He said that atheists can be saved without believing in God if they do good works. This is a
theological blunder of incredible magnitude. Catholic teaching affirms that if you don't do good
out of love of God, there is no merit in your good works. As Saint James says in his letter to the
Church: just as "Faith without Works is dead (James 2:14-26)”, so Works without Faith are dead.
So you have to believe all that the Scriptures say. Faith is absolutely necessary in order to be
saved. No one can be saved without believing in God; it's the first requirement of God.
Francis also claims that God is not a Catholic God! “I believe in God, not in a Catholic God,”10
Would you believe that a Pope could ever make such a statement? In my eyes, this is nothing
short of blasphemy.
He forbids Catholics to proselytize – to try to convert people to the Catholic Faith: “Proselytism
is solemn nonsense,” he said. “It makes no sense.” He further adds: “I believe I have already
said that our goal is not to proselytize but to listen to needs, desires and disappointments,
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despair, hope.”11 So he explains that evangelization is dialoguing and listening, not converting to
the Catholic Faith. Isn’t that what Eve did with Serpent in the Garden of Eden? This dialogue
caused the Fall of the human race. How did that work out for her and for us?
He adds that no one has a monopoly on the Truth, not even the Catholic Church. Francis is like a
bull in a china shop: he breaks into pieces all the beautiful glasses and vases because he has no
appreciation for beautiful things. Francis tramples on and trashes everything having to do with
the Catholic Faith because he is not a real Catholic.
And Francis told reporters aboard his papal plane, returning to Rome in late July 2013 after his
first foreign trip to Brazil that, “If someone is gay and he searches for the Lord and has good will,
who am I to judge?”
First of all, if the person is a practicing homosexual, he certainly is not "of good will or searching
for God and it is Francis' duty to guide these souls to God's Will on this matter. Does he do that?
No, he actually ducks the question instead of upholding the Catholic Faith.
Contrast Francis’s words with those of Benedict XVI, who in 2005 wrote that homosexuality was
“a strong tendency ordered toward an intrinsic moral evil,” and an “objective disorder.” He also
said that men with “deep-seated homosexual tendencies” should not become priests.
Francis' response to the reporters opposes Catholic teaching. You have to give up sin if you
hope to be saved. It wouldn't be judging to say the truth, to spell out that they must give up
their sin of homosexuality in order to be saved. Incidentally, sodomy or homosexuality is one of
the four sins crying to heaven for vengeance, one of the four main sins that will bring you to
damnation, unless you repent before your death.
Pope Francis is seeking the unity of all religions12;it'll be a loose union of all of the religions:
Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy and Protestantism, Islam and Judaism, Hinduism and Buddhism-all are to be united on an equal footing, without any moral requirements, even admitting
unrepentant homosexuals into the Church.
With Francis, anything goes: there will be no such thing as sin anymore. It will all be part of the
one world religion and a one world government plan; and he seems to be the designated False
Prophet that will introduce and head the one world religion.
Francis is surely a member of Freemasonry. See the photo below which indicates that Jorge
Mario Bergoglio belonged to the Hidden Hand of the Royal Arch Degree (the 13th degree of the
Scottish Rite or the 7th degree of the York Rite) of Freemasonry. If you doubt that he is a
Freemason, watch him exchange the Masonic handshake with Russian President Vladimir Putin.
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Francis is so far out in left field on every issue concerning the Faith that it prompted a nonCatholic religion reporter to conclude, after assessing the Pope’s recent interview in the
newspaper El Clarin wherein he prescribes a ten-point plan for happiness13 (where God is not
even mentioned once), the Pope “doesn’t do God,” and that the Pope has a real problem with
Catholicism.
This coming October 5-19, at the Vatican, Pope Francis is going to hold an Extraordinary Synod
of the Family, attended by specially chosen Cardinals and Bishops, in which he's going to try to
get divorced and remarried Catholics to be admitted to the Sacrament of Holy Communion even
though their second marriage is not valid. This would institutionalize sacrilege and mortal sin
and represent “… a blatant departure from the teachings of Christ Himself on the indissolubility
of sacramental marriage … and would destroy the very credibility of the Church in her infallible
moral teaching down through the centuries.”14
He may even push for married clergy and the recognition of gay unions at this conference.
The traditional Catholic newspaper The Remnant feels that the October Synod so threatens the
Church as to undermine its very foundations is promoting an online campaign to stop the Synod
at all costs. They are asking Catholics to sign their petition to completely stop this looming
Catholic disaster in the making.
At this point, I feel that that is not enough. I have established that Pope Francis cannot be a true
Pope for these reasons: 1) he does not believe or teach the Catholic Faith 2) Pope Benedict's
resignation is almost certainly invalid 3) he shows the classic signs of being an infiltrator, being
both a Freemason and a Marxist on a mission to destroy the Church. 4) he heaps praise on
fellow heretics like Cardinals Danneels, Martini and Kasper while persecuting good Cardinals like
Burke.
He must be removed as Pope as soon as possible. Only an official Church body like the College of
Cardinals, or even a selected body of Cardinals and Bishops can do that.
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There is no time to waste. A coalition of those willing to press for his removal must be organized
without delay. We must contact the Cardinals and Bishops to have Pope Francis' election
declared null and void, and then proceed with a new Conclave, or even return Pope Benedict XVI
to the Chair of Peter. That will be up to the high clergy to decide what would be the correct
decision to make.
Those wishing to act as a pressure group to get the Hierarchy to take action against Pope Francis
should complete the Contact Form on the last page of this website. I will be personally be in
touch with you to elaborate on a specific plan of action to clamor for Pope Francis' removal.
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